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Source: API

API President and CEO Jack Gerard raised concerns over
EPA’s newly-proposed regulations on greenhouse gases from
existing power plants in a statement today:

“This proposal is not consistent with the administration’s own ‘all of the above’ energy strategy. The
uncertainty created will have a chilling effect on energy investment that could cost jobs, raise electricity
prices and make energy less reliable. The energy sector is already one of the most heavily regulated
industries in the United States. Our air is getting cleaner under existing regulations, and carbon emissions
are down due to technological advancements developed by the private sector. We can continue to make
environmental progress without damaging the economy.”

API is the only national trade association representing all facets of the oil and natural gas industry, which
supports 9.8 million U.S. jobs and 8 percent of the U.S. economy. API’s more than 600 members include
large integrated companies, as well as exploration and production, refining, marketing, pipeline, and
marine businesses, and service and supply firms. They provide most of the nation’s energy and are backed
by a growing grassroots movement of more than 20 million Americans.
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Engineer – Civil, Dam Safety,
Compliance
Cube Hydro Partners
Country: United States
General Description:The Engineer – Civil,
Dam Safety, Compliance (Eng) has two major
areas of responsibility:1) Programs - Including
FERC, NERC, USACE, and other regulatory
compliance.2) Projects – civil and mechanical
improvements and maintenance associated
with hydro-electric power plant facilitie...

Power Generat ion Technician - Terror
Lake Hydroelectric Facility
Kodiak Electric Association, Inc.
Country: United States
POSITION DUTIESKodiak Electric Association
(KEA) is seeking to fill the position of Power
Generation Technician at the Terror Lake
Hydroelectric Facility on Kodiak Island. This
full-time position is responsible for servicing,
repairing, maintaining, and operating remote
generators and equipment at ...

Project  Engineer
Cube Hydro Partners
Country: United States
General Description:The Project Engineer (PE)
has two major areas of responsibility:1)
Projects – Management of improvements to
equipment and facilities, major maintenance,
and corrective evolutions.2) Programs –
Central governance of power plant outage
management, preventive maintenance,
predicti...

Sr. Water Resources Consultant
Cardno
Country: United States
Cardno is seeking a Sr. Water Resources
Consultant in our Sacramento, CA office to
manage and work on long-term projects
related to hydropower, water resources, and
water rights in California.Responsibilities
include, but are not limited to:> Project
management of large scale projects
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Rethinking Traditional
Approaches to Information
Governance for Oil & Gas
Information is an organization’s
most important strategic asset –
the “lifeblood” of the organiza...

OSHA 1910.269 Are You
Regulation Ready?
Read this Q&A to learn about
changes to federal regulations and
how to select FR garments for...

AVEVA’s Digital Asset
Approach - Def ining a new era
of  collaboration in capital
projects and asset operations
There is constant, intensive change
in the capital projects and asset
life cycle management. New ...

On the Radar: EMC Supplier
Exchange
This report addresses key issues
for managers of complex contracts
in energy and engineering. Thi...
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with the Internet of  Things
The equipment involved in producing, moving,
refining and selling petroleum is expensive, and
rugged, and comes from hundreds of
manufacturers. Enhanced by the Internet of Thing...
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Daylight Time / 18:00 GMT )
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Connected Decision-Making: Improving
Asset Operations Through Comprehensive
Information Management
Energy asset operators are faced with a paradigm
today: increase efficiency and reliability levels
while fighting to extend the lifespan of these aging
asset. To meet these oppo...

Sponsored by  Hytorc

Turnaround Bolting Optimization
Improving turnaround safety, quality and schedule
with innovative bolting methods. Join our speakers
as they address the following topics: Improving
job-site safety with innov...
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